Mini E-Classroom Completed

Located on the second floor of the library building, the mini E-classroom under the IMS (Instructional Media Service) had already been completed and was ready for use by the first week of July. Designed for small classes, the room has a multi-media projector, nine (9) computers for the students and one (1) with a console for the faculty. Each computer is installed with Director MX (Macromedia), Hyperstudio, Front Page (for web designing), Microsoft XP, and the Net Support School (NSS) system. The room is strictly for the use of classes involved in the production of instructional materials using computer programs, doing on-line search, and using Integrated Virtual Learning Experience (IVLE). Reservation for its use is filed at the IMS counter located on the ground floor of the library building.

A very important feature of the mini E-classroom is the NetSupport School (NSS), “an innovative software solution that provides teachers and trainers with the ability to interact effortlessly with their students either on an individual, group or full classroom basis.” Teachers could easily watch, share or control the screen, keyboard or the mouse of their students. They could easily monitor what is happening on each student’s workstation by having a “thumbnail view”. A discussion or chat box can be opened where the students could enter comments. This is ideal for conducting class forums.

Only the faculty members who have undergone at least the first three (3) training modules of the Center for Educational Multimedia (CREM) are allowed to reserve and use the mini E-classroom. The faculty members are encouraged to undergo training on the use of the NSS before using the mini E-classroom at the Information Technology Center (ITC). Sign in at ITC thru local # 316 or 466 or send e-mail at helpdesk@dlsu.edu.ph.

PHINMA E-classroom’s Usage Increases

The first E-classroom or the PHINMA E-classroom (M-306), the latest state-of-the-art educational technology facility of the university, started its full operation in July 2001. It is equipped with the most advanced technology of instruction designed to bring faculty members and students in a virtual learning environment through its highly interactive multimedia capability. It has 42 computer workstations with Internet, Video/Teleconferencing system, Digital audio system, Video cameras, Interactive distance learning system.
(ROBOTEL), Lecturer’s console with control panel On-line management system (IVLE), Integrated Virtual Learning Environment (IVLE) software, 2 digital projectors, Smart board, Visualizer for 2D and 3D projection/ Document projector. The Instructional Media Services (IMS) unit handles its reservation and its maintenance.

Used strictly by the faculty who have undergone the training modules offered by the Center for Educational Multimedia (CREM) it has been used for a total of 1,386 times since 2001. The chart below shows that it had little usage during its first two years of operation but had marked increase in its utilization on the third year. Many faculty members had undergone the CREM training modules and many discovered the ease by which they could conduct lessons using the IVLE and the other programs offered at the E-classroom.

A professor conducts a class at the PHINMA e-classroom.

Students surf the internet at the PHINMA e-classroom.

**Statistical Report on E-Classroom Utilization**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1st Term</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>236</td>
<td>312</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd Term</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>333</td>
<td>527</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd Term</td>
<td>137</td>
<td>189</td>
<td>263</td>
<td>466</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summer</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>247</td>
<td>266</td>
<td>873</td>
<td>1,386</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Library Orientation Evaluated

The integrated library orientation I and II took effect during the 1st trimester of this school year. There were 43 freshmen undergraduate classes that were given orientation from June 14-30, 2004 for an hour or 1 ½ hours during their Freshmen English class. Out of these classes, 36 classes or 723 respondents submitted their evaluation after classes. Mrs. Yolanda F. Odsinada, Head, Readers’ Services Unit, collated the results submitted by the orientaors.

The integrated orientation proved to be successful. 719 or 99.44% of students agreed that the orientation’s objectives were achieved. 715 or 99.03% found the librarians to be effective in their explanation of search strategies and the explanation on the library policies and procedures to be very helpful. 718 or 99.30% remarked that the orientation was relevant. 664 or 91.83% called for hands on exercises. As of this writing, a team of librarians are now revising the video presentation based on the students’ comments and suggestions:

1. On presentation techniques:
   1.1 A tour on the library can help a lot.
   1.2 Cite more examples.
   1.3 Continue doing a great job.
   1.4 Excellent.
   1.5 Give everyone a turn in the hands on exercises.
   1.6 I am now more confident to use the library.
   1.7 I better understood how to use the facilities/procedures.
   1.8 It should have been done earlier.
   1.9 Insufficient hand-outs still the orientation was fine.
   1.10 More power and keep up the good the good work.
   1.11 The orientation was clearly presented and well organized
   1.12 Send uneasy students to Discipline Office after 3 consecutive warnings.

2. On the library resources, facilities and services:
   2.1 Lessen the aircon.
   2.2 Buy more supplementary books.
   2.3 I am amazed about the features the library offers.
   2.4 I never know that our library was so high tech.
   2.5 I think they did a great job of organizing and establishing an excellent library system.
   2.6 Reservation of books over the internet.
   2.7 More photocopy machine.

3. On the instructional material used:
   3.1 Clearer sound of video presentation.
   3.2 Hoping for an efficient flash movie.
   3.3 The film is too short but informative.
   3.4 The film shifted too fast.
   3.5 The movie should be a little loud and audible.
   3.6 Words of the speaker should be clearer.

Assistant Librarians Attend Seminar

Six (6) of our assistant librarians, namely, Julie Arcilla of the Filipiniana Section, Felicidad Caparas of the Archives, Bob Cauilan and Ricardo Rodriguez of the Acquisitions Section, Jojie Gonda of the Cataloguing Section, and Rolando Masindo of the Circulation Section attended the PAARL (Philippine Association of Academic and Research Libraries) Seminar-Workshop last July 26-28. The seminar, with the theme “The Support Staff in Today’s Libraries: Keys to Effective Performance-Centered Management”, was held at the AMCO Resort, Sabang, Aurora Province. The seminar focused on “the role of today’s library support staff in

See Assistant next page
meeting the challenges and opportunities in today’s librarianship, and to bring about a renewed sense of commitment and purpose to the working librarian in the service of the library community of users.”

Ms. Fe Angela M. Verzosa, DLSU Library Archivist was the Conference Chairperson and PAARL’s President.

The participants learned the different library organization and maintenance concerns: best practices and standards, skills and competencies for today’s library staff, the research functions of today’s library staff, developing sustainable library staff programs, work values for library personnel exploring relationships between values, and job satisfaction and commitment. They realized that their roles have evolved and they now face bigger challenges, broader opportunities, and heavier responsibilities. They “are doing more of what professional staff used to be doing.” for their workshop the group came up with a “Draft Model Statement on Compensation Standards for Library Personnel”. The newly promulgated Implementing Rules and Regulations of Republic Act 9246, otherwise known as An Act Modernizing the Practice of Librarianship in the Philippines and the draft Code of Ethics for Philippine Librarians, were also discussed.

---

**Visitors**

**July**

7 - Hap Sophorn and Bun Chenka, Lecturers, Royal University of Phnom Pehn, EGI
8 - Gloria Ruzgal, Chief Librarian, EAC, San Marcelino St., Ermita, Mla.
 - Cristeta Caceres, Librarian, Rita Venlin, Asst. Librarian, Mon Florendo, Adm., Frank Mendoza, CMO Staff, Bob Rodin, Naga City Library, Naga City
13 - Gregorio Padua, Sr., ULS, Santiago City
 - Carmelo Certeza, Camille Certeza, Carla Certeza, # 28, Rodriguez
17 - Dr. Brad Googins, Exec. Director, Boston college, USA Sharon Reposo, Librarian, UP, Diliman, Q.C
21 - Rosita Marta and Monik Punun, DLSU-Indonesia, Mandu, Indonesia
22 - Jesus Bores Lazo, Lawyer, Seville University, Spain
 - Doern Dosch, Senior Lecturer, University of Leeds, UK
 - Caesar Cororan, Fellow, UAP, Makati
 - Hsiu-chuan Liao, Professor, University of Hawaii
27 - Iwamoto Kenji, Professor, Waseda University, Tokyo
 - Brendon Parker, Professor, University of New So. Wales, Sydney
 - Ng Wun Jern, Professor, National University, Singapore
The DLSU Library would like to acknowledge with great appreciation the following donors:

Asian Development Bank
Bato Balani Foundation
Bernardo, Allan Benedict
Centre for English Language, National University of Singapore
Esguerra, James
Ewing, Chintana
Go, Stella
Gonzalez, Andrew FSC
Institute for Global Environment and Strategies
International Development Research Centre
Jimenez, Pilar
Lamberte, Mario
Luistro, Armin FSC
Marcos, Nelson
The National Commission for Culture and the Arts
The Polymer Society of Korea
Reynolds, Harry FSC
Sosmena, Gaudioso
Taipei Chinese Center
Tanjutco, Jose
Wright, Gregory FSC

RECENT ACQUISITIONS

1. Instructional Media Resources

   • Equipment
     - 4 units Laptop
     - 6 units Two Way Radio
     - 3 units Video Camera

   • VHS
     - An Overview of CAM
     - Bowling for Columbine
     - Customer satisfaction - What is it Anyway?
     - ESPN sports figures : Makes Math and Physics a Ball!, 7 volumes
     - Euripides' Life and Times : the Trojan Women
     - How is a CAD Drawing Done?
     - Kaizen Blitz
     - King Lear : the Family in Shakespeare
     - Moliere and the Comedie Francaise
     - Product Design and Manufacturing
     - Shakespeare : Breathing Life Into Text
     - Solving Manufacturing Problems : a Strategic Approach
     - Statistics: Decisions Through Data, 5 volumes
     - What is CAD?

   • CDs
     - Children of a Lesser God
     - Jezebel
     - Mrs. Miniver
     - Ninotchka
     - Roman Holiday
     - Terminator 2 : Judgment Day
     - The Deer Hunter The Lion in Winter

2. Archives Resources

   • Faculty Papers
     - Araneta, Leonardo
       - Business focus : the imperatives of developing an enterprise-wide risk management and governance framework
     - Bacani, Florinda
       - Characterization of ethylene oxide and carbon dioxide mixture (ETO : CO2) diffusion in polyethylene polymers
       - Growth characteristics of pterocarpus indicus cell culture in BioFlow III fermentation system
       - Preliminary investigation on the growth cultivation of mushroom mycelia under aseptic laboratory conditions
       - Utilization of Luffa cylindrica as an alternative source of cellulose fiber for packaging paper
     - Batalla, Eric
       - Social capacity for economic development
     - Bautista, Cirilo
       - Breaking signs : keeping the fire of faith
       - Breaking signs : symbol, symbolist and symbology
       - Breaking signs : the need for Filipino novels
       - Breaking signs : the NVM awards and a new novel
       - Breaking signs : writing workshops in Iloilo and Bacolod
     - Bautista, Marc
       - The view from Taft : exit polls
       - Greenlight : Hedging 101
- Cabrera, Esperanza
  - Minimum inhibitory concentrations of Aminoglycoside, B-lactam and quinolone antimicrobials for nosocomial isolates of acinetobacter baumanii complex from the Philippine General Hospital

- Concepcion, Rene
  - Greenlight: scent of a value

- Chua, George
  - Business options: the federation of Philippine industries

- Cruz, Christopher
  - Legal philosophy: its significance in the changing world
  - Ethical standards for private school teachers

- Cruz, Daniel
  - Payong kaibigan: anong nalalabi para kay FJP?
  - Payong kaibigan: kung sino man ang ibinoto ninyo, magtiis kayo

- Cruz, Elfren
  - Framework: a nation of families
  - Framework: a plea for Joker and Nene
  - Framework: businessmen, politicians share social responsibility
  - Framework: La Sallians in media
  - Framework: political stability and the political landscape

- Cruz, Isagani
  - Mini critique: donate books
  - Mini critique: elementary school strategies
  - Mini critique: oppression around the world
  - Mini critique: SWS vs. Congress

- Cruz, Merlin
  - Automatic bug library construction of novice object-oriented
  - Programming errors

- Dadios, Elmer
  - Intelligent controllers for flexible pole cart balancing problem

- De Asis, Karen
  - Marketing to D, E no longer a matter of choice

- De Guzman, Erly
  - The view from Taft: marketing ourselves to ourselves

- De Mesa, Jose
  - Ang pagsasakatutubo: kahulugan at direksyon sa Pilipinas
  - Ate: honoring Mary as our eldest sister
  - Becoming a Filipino Christian
  - Being mindful of context: characterizing contextual theology
  - Covenant: the marital way of discipleship
  - Let the little children come to me: a theological and historical-cultural review of the catholic practice of children’s first communion
  - Loob and prayer
  - Lowland Filipino religiosity: initial reflections
  - Marriage as a Christian commitment
  - Marriage is discipleship
  - Ministry in the church
  - Pastoral agents and “doing Christology”
  - Primal religion and popular religiosity
  - Religious life: a lay person’s perspective
  - The catholic tradition: an overview
  - The challenge of nationalism in the Philippines to the church and the state in the 21st century
  - The lineamenta of the 1987 synod: a lay reaction
  - The marriage commitment as covenant
  - The quest for truth in Asia
  - Towards a participatory church: a content report of the lay leadership colloquium
  - Tuloy po kayo sa loob: some guidelines in understanding lowland Filipino culture

- Del Mundo, Clodualdo
  - Notes on Kurosawa and Sanjuro, Japan Foundation

- Diño, Wilson
  - Ab initio study of cyclohexane dehydrogenation with a transition metal (Pt, Pd, Ni and Cu) atom
  - Inducing spin polarization in carbon materials by introducing magnetic adsorbates-Fe2 on a planar C10
  - Magnetic-adsorbate-induced spin polarization in carbon materials-two Fe atoms on planar C10 and C10H8

- Dy, Eben
  - A comparative study on the physical chemistry laboratory program of foreign universities versus the program of DLSU
  - A review of the modern echelle spectrometers used in atomic emission
  - GC-MS training manual
• **Estatilla, Aliento**  
- Technolites: congressional incompetence and the value of pi  
- Technolites: the seven strategies of Carol Bartz, the conqueror of cancer and economic bad times (Part 2)

• **Evasco, Virginia**  
- An appraisal of the EIS of the New Calamba – Los Baños Bay diversion road project  
- Compilation and synthesis of researches conducted in Talin Bay and its vicinity (Matuod, Batangas)  
- Construction of Estrella –Pantaleon Bridge

• **Faraon, Emily**  
- Business focus: beneath the white coat (Part 1 & 2)  
- Business focus: legalese ala carte

• **Figueroa, Jerome**  
- Wavelets

• **Fresnido, Ana Maria**  
- Reference collection development policy statement

• **Garde, Maricar Paz**  
- Business focus: a tough job for the incoming administration

• **Gonzales, Raymond**  
- Establishing the item equivalence in English of the iskala ng pakikiisang-loob (IPL)

• **Gonzalez, Andrew FSC**  
- Educational cross currents: beginning school year blues  
- Educational cross currents: is it nature or nurture that encourages achievement?  
- Educational cross currents: is it the language or the numbers which cause the difficulties?  
- Educational cross currents: Language and Science  
- Educational cross currents: presidential candidates proposed education thrusts  
- Educational cross currents: the content of social studies  
- Educational cross currents: towards integrating subjects in a content-based instructional program in language  
- Educational cross currents: values education: now you see it, now you don’t  
- Educational cross currents: whatever happened to the BEC?

• **Educator’s speak: the response of business education: socially responsible business graduates**

• **Guatno, Izel Marie**  
- Counseling case report for oral comprehensive examination

• **Gutierrez, Maria Ana**  
- Asymmetry in doctor-patient interaction: a pilot study on framing in a gynecological consultation

• **Gutierrez, Miguel**  
- Energy conversion laboratory (ENCOLAB)

• **Hila, Antonio**  
- Culture and development: government patronage of the musical arts in the new society

• **Hilario, Vivencio**  
- Powerpoint presentation for “ENERCON and ELEMACH”

• **Intal, Ponciano**  
- Towards improving the format of pagtatanong-tanong. Pangpamaramaang kaangkinan ng pakikipagkuwentuhan

• **Joven, Ma. Esperanza**  
- Multiple linear regression analysis on the market price of publicly listed equities in the Philippine Stock Exchange (PSE)  
- Vector autoregression on spot rates and phibor and arima modeling on libor for value-at-risk computations
• Juico, Philip Ella
- Sports for all : back in time with young scribes
- Sports for all : community empowerment through sports
- Sports for all : learning by teaching
- Sports for all : Thais move on
- Sports for all : unsolicited boxing advice
- The view from Taft : remembering Independence Day

• Lagman, Oscar
- To take a stand : let’s have more of them

• Lapira, Edzel
- Speech coding : simulation of CVSD (continuously-variable slope delta modulation in Matlab)

• Licuanan, Wilfredo
- The extent and correlates of 1998-1999 mass coral bleaching in the Philippines based on projections of observer accounts
- Videographic methods in assessing benthic community patterns of coral reefs in Talin Bay, Philippines : minimum frame subsamples for precision of life form cover estimates

• Lidinsky, J. Benedict FSC

• Lumbera, Bienvenido
- Sa sariling bayan : apat na dulang may musika (book)

• Maximiano, Jose Mario
- Greenlight : teambuilding : essential to a team

• Mante, Ma. Joahna
- Prototype lessons on five Shakespearen classics using a constructivist learning design

• Marasigan, Rubenrico
- A module on assessment of needs

• Meñez, Grichelle
- Common sources of career-related stress and its effects on job performance of selected co-academic personnel of De La Salle University-Manila

• Misalucha, Charmaine
- Control at different books : where efforts to curb the diffusion of small arms, and light weapons have failed
- Gun politics : the diffusion of small arms and light weapons in Southeast Asia

• Morales, Ramon
- Promoting conceptual change through anchored instructions

• Nagayo, Analene
- A synthesizable VHDL model of a loss less data compression circuit using run length encoding algorithm

• Nepomuceno, Sheila
- An analysis of interpersonal meanings in a computer mediated conversation using the systemic-functional grammar approach

• Nocon, Ederlina
- On the construction of some type 11 coder over $Z_y \times Z_y$

• Ocampo, Shirlee
- ITO integral

• Ong, Wiley
- Chemical formulas

• Pagunsan, Sinforoso
- The law and advertising. (book)

• Palisoc, Shirley
- High pressure properties of $\text{ZnSex \ S}_1-x$ single crystals
- Short-period $\text{ZnTe-Zn (S, Te)}$ superlattices

• Pangilinan, Cedric
- Isolation, purification, and kinetic study of human erythrocyte acetylcholinesterase

• Relon, Milagros
- Pennate diatoms in Talin Bay Lian, Batangas Province, Philippines

• Roma, Dinah
- Book review : available light : anthropological reflections on philosophical topics
- A feast of origins : reflections on poetry and dance
- Poetry : maps

• Samodio, Glorife
- Revised Cultural Arts Office Trainer’s Manual, SY 2004-2005
• **Santiago, Arthur Pius**
  - Conflict cause identification in web-based concurrent engineering design system

• **Santos, Paz Verdades**
  - After one hundred years : so little has changed

• **Suleik, Mercedes**
  - The financial executive : moving forward in governance reform

• **Sy, Dante**
  - Economics : arrow’s paradox
  - Economics : cone of experience
  - Economics : ecomentalist : growth with environmental protection
  - Economics : Murphy’s law
  - Economics : the cost of war
  - The view from Taft : Kleptocrat tax

• **Tresvalles, Regina**
  - Linear least-squares regression analysis and diagnostics

• **Tsusaka, Akira**
  - Greenlight : accepting foreign workers in Japan

• **Tullao, Tereso**
  - 2004 Advanced Filipino Abroad Program (AFAP)
  - An evaluation on the readiness of the Filipino professionals to meet international standards
  - Are Filipino professionals ready to meet international competition?
  - Can the Philippines’ human resource base meet the challenge of a liberalized financial sector?
  - The cultural impact of the Asian financial crisis : Asian cultural response to a global environment
  - Does domestic regulation promote globally competitive Filipino professionals and educational services?
  - Dynamism of Asia and the Pacific : implications for the Philippines
  - Education & globalization
  - Globalisation and Catholic higher education
  - Higher education and globalization : an integrative report
  - Human resource requirements of the financial sector under a liberalized regime
  - The impact of economic globalization on non communicable diseases : opportunities and threats Mga prinsipyos sa ekonomiks : kabuhayan at kaunlaran
  - Movement of natural persons between the Philippines and Japan
  - The political economy of Phil. commitments to APEC : the legislative record
  - Towards a shared future through mutual understanding. (book)

• **Villadolid, Albert**
  - The view from Taft : the demise of paper airline tickets

• **Wright, Gregory FSC**
  - United States “foreign entanglements”

• **Wright, Teresa**
  - Rulebook women (book)

• **Zalatar, Willy**
  - An optimal acquisition model for advanced manufacturing technology considering multiple objectives and timing of the acquisition

### BOOKS

**B - Philosophy (General)**


**BF - Psychology**


Introduction to psychology : gateways to mind and behavior. Dennis Coon. BF121 . C66 2004. 3rd floor, Circulation


The psychologist's companion: a guide to scientific writing for students and researchers. Robert J. Sternberg; chapter 5 was contributed by Richard C. Sherman and Beth Dietz-Uhler; chapter 7 and appendix B were contributed by Chris Leach. BF76.8 . S73 2003. 3rd floor, Circulation


BJ - Ethics. Social usages. Etiquette


BP - Islam

Muslims in the West: from sojourners to citizens. edited by Yvonne Yazbeck Haddad. BP52.5 . M87 2002. 3rd floor, Circulation

War without end: the rise of Islamist terrorism and global response. Dilip Hiro. BP63. A35 H57 2002. 3rd floor, Circulation

BR - Christianity


BT - Doctrinal theology

Seven words of Jesus and Mary: lessons from Cana and Calvary. Fulton J. Sheen. BT456 . S54 2001. 3rd floor, Circulation

The living with nature handbook. Abercio V. Rotor. BT695.5. R67 2003. 4th floor, Filipiniana

BV - practical theology


True stories of heaven's gifts. Ester Mariano Cabauatan Velasco; Carmelita C. Reyes Dilag, contributing author. BV220 . V44 2003. 4th floor, Filipiniana

BX - Christian denominations


D - History (General)


DS - History. Asia


The Culture of the Subanans: their mythology, their beliefs and their rituals and prayers. narrated by the Subanans of the Salugnon Tribe; translated by Bertram Tiemeyer. DS666. S8 C819 2003. 4th floor, Filipiniana


Politics in southeast Asia : democracy or less. William Case. DS550 . C37 2002. 3rd floor, Circulation


Southeast Asia : a testament/ George McTurnan Kahin. DS526.7 . K34 2002. 3rd floor, Circulation


DU - History. Oceania (South Seas)


E - History. America (General)


GN - Anthropology


GV - Sports

Coaching youth tennis. American Sport Education Program in cooperation with the United States Tennis Association. GV1002.9 . C63 A45 2002. 3rd floor, Circulation

HA - Statistics


HB - Economic theory


A brief history of economics : artful approaches to the dismal science. E Ray Canterbery. HB75. C38 2001. 3rd floor, Circulation

Collective goods, collective futures in Asia. edited by Sally Sargeson. HB846.5 . C64 2002. 3rd floor, Circulation


Reconfiguring East Asia : regional institutions and organizations after the crisis. edited by Mark Beeson. HB3722 . R43 2002. 3rd floor, Circulation


HC - Economic history and conditions

East Timor : development challenges for the world's newest nation. edited by Hal Hill & Joaoa

The economies of Southeast Asia: before and after the crisis. Jose L. Tongzon. HC441 . T663 2002. 3rd floor, Circulation

An introduction to online company research: search strategies, case study, problems and data source evaluations. editor and contributor, Chris Dobson ; produced by the Benjamin Group. HC79. T4 157 2004. 3rd floor, Circulation


Southeast Asian paper tigers: from miracle to debacle and beyond. edited by Jomo K. S. HC441 . S7 2003. 3rd floor, Circulation

Explaining growth: a global research project. edited by Gary McMahon and Lyn Squire ; with a foreword by Robert M. Solow. HD75 . E96 2003. 3rd floor, Circulation


Managing services: using technology to create value. Mark M. Davis, Jannelle Heineke. HD9980.5 . D38 2003. 3rd floor, Circulation

Privatization and structural change in transition economies. edited by Yelena Kalyuzhnova and Wladimir Andreff. HD4140.7 . P7 2003. 3rd floor, Circulation


New regionalism in the global political economy: theories and cases. edited by Shaun Breslin ... [et al.]. HF1418.5 . N483 2002. 3rd floor, Circulation

Records management: effective information systems. Carolyn Ashe, Chynette Nealy. HF5736 . A84 2004. 3rd floor, Circulation


Stress management. by Jeanie Civil. HF5548.85 C48 2003. 3rd floor, Circulation


A world without walls: freedom, development, free trade and global governance. Mike Moore. HF1713 . M73 2003. 3rd floor, Circulation


**HJ - Public finance**


**HM - Sociology**


**HN - Social history**

Postwar Vietnam: dynamics of a transforming society. edited by Hy V. Luong. HN700.5. A8 P67 2003. 3rd floor, Circulation

Welfare capitalism in East Asia: social policy in the tiger economies. edited by Ian Holliday and Paul Wilding. HN720.5. A8 W45 2003. 3rd floor, Circulation

**HQ - The family. Marriage. Woman. Sexual life**

Abortion, motherhood, and mental health: medicalizing reproduction in the United States and Great Britain. Ellie Lee. HQ767.5. U5 L42 2003. 3rd floor, Circulation


Gay masculinities. edited by Peter Nardi. HQ76.3. U5 G388 2000. 3rd floor, Circulation

Gender, development, and globalization: economics as if all people mattered. Lourdes Beneria. HQ1381. B46 2003. 3rd floor, Circulation

Lesbian and gay studies: an introductory, interdisciplinary approach. edited by Theo Sandfort ... [et al.]. HQ75.15. L44 2000. 3rd floor, Circulation


**HT - Communities. Classes. Races**


**HV - Social and public welfare. Criminology**


**JA - Political science. Collections and general works**


Imagining the real: essays on politics, ideology, and literature. Robert Grant. JA75.7. G723 2003. 3rd floor, Circulation


Stories of peoplehood: the politics and morals of political membership. Rogers M. Smith. JA75.7. S65 2003. 3rd floor, Circulation

JC - Political theory. Theory of the state


Democracy and new media. edited by Henry Jenkins and David Thorburn; associate editor, Brad Seawell. JC423. D4346 2003. 3rd floor, Circulation

The human rights encyclopedia. foreword by Aung San Suu Kyi; editors James R. Lewis, Carl Skutsch. JC571. L523 2001. 3rd floor, Circulation


JF - Political science. General works


Leaders' personalities and the outcomes of democratic elections. edited by Anthony King. JF1001. L38 2002. 3rd floor, Circulation


The tools of government: a guide to the new governance. edited by Lester M. Salamon; with the special assistance of Odus V. Elliott. JF1525. P6 T66 2002. 3rd floor, Circulation


JN - Political science. Europe

The EU, NATO and the integration of Europe: rules and rhetoric. Frank Schimmelfennig. JN30. S338 2003. 3rd floor, Circulation

JQ - Political science. Asia


KF - Federal law

Comments and cases on sales. by Hector S. De Leon KF5625.51. S3 D38 2000. 4th floor, Filipiniana

The law on public officers and election law. by Hector S. De Leon and Hector M. De Leon, Jr. KF5624.2. D4 2000. 4th floor, Filipiniana

KPM - Philippine law

Laws, etc. Labor laws source book: the updated Labor Code and other labor laws. by C. A. Azucena, Jr. KPM1214.31974. A6 A98 2003. 4th floor, Filipiniana

Legal profession: readings, materials: for students on how to become a lawyer and young lawyers of the 21st century. Jorge R. Coquia. KPM53.3. C6 2003. 4th floor, Filipiniana
LB - Theory and practice of education
Aligning standards and curriculum : for classroom success. by Daniel M. Perna and James R Davis. LB2806.15 . P47 2000. 3rd floor, Circulation

LC - Special aspects of education
Education & globalization. edited by Tereso S. Tullao Jr. LC94. P6 E38 2003. 4th floor, Filipiniana
The intellectual appeal of Catholicism & the idea of a Catholic university. Mark W. Roche ; foreword by Theodore M. Hesburgh. LC487 . R59 2003. 3rd floor, Circulation

P - Philology and linguistics (General)
Writing systems : an introduction to their linguistic analysis. Florian Coulmas. P211 . C669 2003. 3rd floor, Circulation

PE - English language

PL - Philippine literature

PN - Literature

PS - Philippine literature in English
Eight stories. Alfred A. Yuson. PS9993. Y7 E34 2002. 4th floor, Filipiniana

Q - Science (General)

**QA - Computer science**

Applications interface programming using multiple languages : a Windows programmer's guide. Ying Bai. QA76.9. U83 B35 2003. 2nd floor, Information-Reference


Designing data-intensive Web applications. Stefano Ceri ... [et al.]. QA76.76. A65 D47 2003. 3rd floor, Circulation


Oracle application server 10g administration handbook. John Garmany, Donald K. Burleson. QA76.9. D3 G4 2004. 2nd floor, Information-Reference

Software design : from programming to architecture. Eric J. Braude. QA76.76. D47 B73 2004. 3rd floor, Circulation

SQL : clearly explained. Jan L. Harrington. QA76.73. S67 H37 2003. 3rd floor, Circulation

The 8088 and 8086 microprocessors : programming, interfacing, software, hardware, and applications : including the 80286, 80386, 80486, and Pentium processor families. Walter A. Triebel, Avtar Singh. QA76.8. I29283 T74 2003. 3rd floor, Circulation


The Linux TCP/IP stack : networking for embedded systems. Thomas F. Herbert. QA76.76. O63 H46 2004. 3rd floor, Circulation


**QA - Mathematics**

Modern algebra and the rise of mathematical structures. Leo Corry. QA151. C67 2004. 3rd floor, Circulation

**QB - Astronomy**


**QC - Physics**


**QP - Physiology**


**R - Medicine (General)**

RA - Public aspects of medicine
The advanced handbook of methods in evidence based healthcare. edited by Andrew Stevens ... [et al.]. RA440.85 . A37 2001. 3rd floor, Circulation


Well women : the gendered nature of health care provision. edited by Anne Morris, Susan Nott. RA564.85 W44 2002. 3rd floor, Circulation

RJ - Pediatrics
Development of movement co-ordination in children : applications in the field of ergonomics, health sciences, and sport. edited by Geert Savelsbergh ... [et al.]. RJ496. A63 D48 2003. 3rd floor, Circulation


S - Agriculture (General)

T - Technology (General)

TE - Highway engineering
Elements of roads and highways. by Max B. Fajardo, Jr. TE175 . F34 2002. 3rd floor, Circulation

TH - Building construction

TJ - Mechanical engineering and machinery


TK - Electrical engineering. Electronics


Embedded Internet design. Al Williams. TK7895. E42 . W55 2003. 3rd floor, Circulation


Java Web services architecture. James McGovern ... [et al.]. TK5105.88813 J38 2003. 3rd floor, Circulation

Macromedia dreamweaver MX. Ruth Guthrie, Louise Soe. TK5105.8885. D74 G87 2003. 3rd floor, Circulation


Newnes interfacing companion : [computers, transducers, instrumentation and signal


VLSI for wireless communication. Bosco Leung. TK7874.75. L48 2002. 3rd floor, Circulation


TP - Chemical technology

Eat your genes: how genetically modified food is entering our diet. Stephen Nottingham. TP248.65F66 N67 2003. 3rd floor, Circulation

TR - Photography

The complete idiot's guide to making home videos. by Steven Beal. TR896. B44 2000. 2nd floor, Information-Reference

TS - Manufactures
